DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto the Access Road opposite the Floriculture building and take the first right-hand turn into the Agricultural Bio-Tech Building loading dock. The Advanced Technology Lab is accessed by walking through the loading dock and through the connecting passageway.

From the Loading Dock, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the Advanced Technology Lab.

!!CAUTION!!
Part of the access road to the Advanced Technology Laboratory is shared with pedestrians as there are no sidewalks. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS**

**AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY LABORATORY**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto the Access Road opposite the Floriculture building and take either the first right into the loading area at the west end of the building or the second right into the loading zone at the east end of the building.

!!CAUTION!!
Part of the access road to the Advanced Technology Laboratory is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Access Road from Route 195 leading to Ag-Bio building.

East loading dock at the Ag-Bio building.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

ALSOP HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus and turn at third left onto Whitney Road. Turn left onto Bolton Road and Alsop Hall will be on the right.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Whitney Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block Bolton Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
ARJONA BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus and turn at third left onto Whitney Road, the Arjona Building is on the left.

Park in designated Service Spaces on Whitney Road and walk down the sidewalk to the door to the Arjona Building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Whitney Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block Whitney Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**ART CERAMIC STUDIO**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn left at the second intersection onto the Driveway to the Service Area, on your right, between the Art Ceramic Studio and the Horticultural Storage Facility.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the top area of the Driveway for the Service Area to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the Driveway.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Updated: 11/4/2011
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

ATHLETIC FACILITIES BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. Take the third left onto Stadium Road, and the next right onto the Gampel/Athletics Complex Access Road. Follow the Access Road to the Athletic Facilities Building Service Area straight ahead.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Access Road from Stadium Road to Athletic Facilities Bldg.

Service parking and Service Area at Athletic Facilities Building.

Updated: 11/4/2011
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn into campus on North Eagleville Road; then proceed past Atwater Laboratory and turn left into the Service Area driveway between the Atwater Laboratory and Pharmacy/Biology Building. Proceed to the Service Area adjacent to the Laboratory and use one of the dedicated service vehicle parking spaces located in the parking lot.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait in the Service Area for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the driveway.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road, and take the fourth left turn down the Library Access Road between the Monteith and Budds Buildings. Follow the Access Road to the Babbidge Library Loading Dock.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The Access Road to the Babbidge Library is shared with pedestrians and the main north-south walkway on campus (Academic Way) crosses through the Library Service Area. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF LOADING DOCK IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait in the Service Area for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
Baldwin Hall

Directions
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right on the North Campus Residences access road (one-way) and proceed to the Baldwin Hall service area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

If Service Area is Full
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

Special Instructions
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

Approved Delivery Hours
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

Personnel
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

Enforcement
Police enforce this area regularly.
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North Campus Residence Hall access road from N. Eagleville Road

The Baldwin service Entrance.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

BATTERSON HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Batterson Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Legend
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- Destination Building
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Northwest Residence Halls Access Road from N. Eaglebrook Road.

Batterson Hall Service Area.

Created: 2/03/2010 Batterson Hall Service Area.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

BEACH HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, and continue past the roundabout onto the Mansfield Busway. Turn right onto the Access Road and then take the second left into the Service Area of Beach Hall.

Exiting Beach Hall:
Vehicles MUST TURN RIGHT onto the Mansfield Busway, which is a one-way road. Proceed with caution to Glenbrook Road. Turn right onto Glenbrook Road, then turn right onto North Eagleville Road to exit campus.

!!CAUTION!!
The roundabout and the Mansfield Busway are shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road to the Service Area to wait for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the Mansfield Busway, in the reserved spaces or handicapped parking spaces adjacent to the Service Area.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Access Road to Service Area from Mansfield Busway.

Beach Hall Service Area.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

Belden Hall

Directions
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus and turn onto Bolton Road. Take the third right turn followed by the second left turn into the Service Area at the side of Belden Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

If Service Area is Full
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

Special Instructions
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

Approved Delivery Hours
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

Personnel
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

Enforcement
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Road to Belden dock

Belden Hall Service Area and service entrance.
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn down the access road opposite Mansfield Road; then take the third left turn into the parking lot and Service Area on the north side of the Bishop Center.

From the Service Area, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the loading doors of the Bishop Center.

!!CAUTION!!
The access road to the Bishop Center is shared with pedestrians as there are no sidewalks. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait in a parking space or in the parking lot aisle for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in handicapped parking spaces or block vehicles in the parking lot.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**Bousfield Psychology Building**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus; then turn left onto Whitney Road. Turn right into the Loading Dock of the Bousfield Psychology Building.

- Park in Bousfield Loading Dock and walk down the sidewalk to the door located on the west side of the Bousfield Psychology Building. No deliveries received at Loading Dock doors.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Whitney Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block Whitney Road.

**Special Instructions**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Whitney Road from Mansfield Road to Bousfield Building.

Bousfield Loading Dock and Service parking spaces.
**BROCK HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road, and take the fourth right and turn into the Service Area at the side of Brock Hall.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

BRONWELL BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, then turn left onto Auditorium Road and proceed to end of road. Turn right and proceed to the end of the Access Road and turn right into the Service Area behind the Bronwell and Engineering II Buildings.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road from Auditorium Road to the Service Area is shared with pedestrians. This route also crosses the main north/south pedestrian walkway of campus. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area to clear.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Sidewalk and Access Road from Auditorium Road (bottom of picture) to the Service Area behind Bronwell.

Ramp to Service Doors of Bronwell.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

BUCKLEY HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn left down the access road adjacent to Buckley Hall and across from the Music Building. Proceed to the Service Area at the side of Buckley Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Driveway to Buckley Service Area from Storrs Road/Route 195

Buckley Loading Dock

Created: 9/14/2010
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

BUDDS BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, proceed past Whitney Road and turn left onto the Library Access Road.

Park in designated Service Spaces along Access Road adjacent to Budds Building on right and walk to building entrance.

!!CAUTION!!
The Library Access Road is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Library Access Road from Mansfield Road to the Budds Building, on right.

Service Space in front of dumpster—posted time restrictions—on Library Access Road adjacent to Budds Building.

Revised: 11/4/2011
**CASTLEMAN BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn on Glenbrook Road. Proceed up Glenbrook Road to the Castleman Service Areas on the left across from the Bronwell Building. There are five Driveways and Service Doors on the north side of the building, and one Service Area and Service Door on the east side of the building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREAS ARE FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait on Glenbrook Road for a Service Area adjacent to the building to clear. DO NOT block Glenbrook Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Castleman Service Areas/Driveways on south side of Glenbrook Road.

Service Area on east side of Castleman off Glenbrook Road.
**CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto the Access Road (there is no road sign) across from the Central Utility Plant/Heating Plant. The Center for Undergraduate Education (CUE) is the second building on the right; proceed to the Service Area adjacent to the building.

A gate may be opened to allow trucks to back up to the loading dock level, or goods may be taken by hand cart up the ramp. The door is handicapped accessible, but is the size of a standard pedestrian door.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Center for Undergraduate Education is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**Central Recycling & Storage**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left at the first intersection onto Glenbrook Road. Take the first right in front of the Health Services building and proceed down the hill into Service Area for the Central Recycling and Storage Building.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The Access Road to Central Recycling and Storage is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait in the parking lot adjacent to Central Recycling and Storage for the Service Area to become available. DO NOT block the Access Road and DO NOT park in handicap or reserved parking spaces.

**Special Instructions**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO Tractor-trailers.

**Approved Delivery Hours**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**Personnel**
There are no Loading Dock personnel on duty.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.
CENTRAL UTILITY PLANT

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus. Continue to first intersection and bear left onto Glenbrook Road and take second right turn into the Central Utility Plant Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may wait in the service area for access to the loading door. DO NOT stop on Glenbrook Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Driveway to Central Utility Plant Service Area off of Glenbrook Road.

South side Service Area of Central Utility Plant off of Glenbrook Road.
CHANDLER HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn right at first intersection onto Gilbert Road. The Chandler Hall Service Area will be on your right. (Note that Chandler Hall is attached to Lancaster Hall.)

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**CHEMISTRY BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left into the Service Area behind the Chemistry Building and next to the Atwater Laboratory; proceed to the Loading Dock adjacent to the Chemistry building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Driveway for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Driveway.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor trailers allowed.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left at the first intersection onto Glenbrook Road. Take the first right in front of the Health Services building and proceed down the hill to the end of the parking lot. Continue down the hill, around the Central Utility plant to the Chiller Facility Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
The access road to the Cogeneration—Chiller Facility is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the access road or sidewalks.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor trailers allowed.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Take the second left alongside the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS). Proceed to the Service Area straight ahead.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the service area roadway for the Service Area or Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Driveway into College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Service Area from Glenbrook Road.

Service Area and building service entrance.
**DODD RESEARCH CENTER**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus and turn at third left onto Whitney Road. Turn right into the driveway of the Loading Dock of the Dodd Research Center.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Whitney Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block Whitney Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

EDDY HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road. Take the third right turn followed by an immediate left turn into the Service Area at the side of Eddy Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**ENGINEERING II**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus. Turn left onto Auditorium Road and proceed to the end of road. Turn right and proceed to the end of the Access Road and turn right into the Service Area behind the Bronwell and Engineering II Buildings.

Walk or use a hand cart from the Service Area to the sidewalk along the Access Road to the service doors to the Engineering II Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road from Auditorium Road to the Service Area is shared with pedestrians. This route also crosses the main north/south pedestrian walkway of campus. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area to clear.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---
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Sidewalk and Access Road from Auditorium Road (bottom of picture) to Service Area behind Engineering II.

Service doors to Engineering II Building.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

FAIRFIELD HALL

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Fairfield Hall Service Area.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to North Campus Residence Halls access road from N. Eagleville Road

Combined Fairfield/New Haven service area

Created: 2/03/2010
**BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS**

**FAMILY STUDIES BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, and take the first right turn down the Access Road and turn into the second parking lot, on your left.

Park at the end of the parking lot and walk down the sidewalk to the door of the Family Studies Building, on your left.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
- Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
- DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
- NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---
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**Access Road from Mansfield Road to Manchester Hall and Family Studies Building.**

**Loading Doors of Family Studies Building.**
**FIELD HOUSE**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to Hillside Road. Turn left onto Hillside Road, and follow around to Glenbrook Road. Turn right at intersection onto the Field House Driveway and proceed to the parking lot and Service Area for the Field House on the left.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Driveway for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

YOUNG BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road. Turn left into Lot 4 and proceed to the Loading Dock on the left, behind the Young Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Driveway to the Young Building is shared with two parking lots and is also used by pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to Young Building and Lot 4.

Loading Dock of Young Building

Created: 4/29/2010
**GAMPEL PAVILION**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. Take third left onto Stadium Road, and the next right onto the Gampel/Athletics Complex Access Road. Follow the Access Road to the Gampel Pavilion Service Area on the right.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**GENTRY BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto the Access Road across from the Central Utility Plant (there is no street sign) and make the first right into the Service Area for the Gentry Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Gentry Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
GOODYEAR HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Goodyear Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 9/16/2010
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

GRADUATE RESIDENCES - A-B

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right into the Service Area adjacent to the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the Service Entrance for the Graduate Residences A-B.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road to the School of Business/Graduate Residences Service Area.

Sidewalk leading from School of Business Service Area to Graduate Residences A-B Service Entrance.

Created: 2/02/2010
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

GRADUATE RESIDENCES - C-D-E-F-G-H

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right into the Service Area adjacent to the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the Service Entrance for the Graduate Residences C-D-E-F-G-H.

!!CAUTION!!
The access road to Colchester Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Service Entrance for Graduate Residences C-H.

Intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road to the School of Business/Graduate Residences Service Area.

Created: 2/02/2010
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right into the Service Area adjacent to the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the Service Entrance for the Graduate Residences J-K-L-M-N-P-Q-R.

!!CAUTION!!
The access road to Killingly Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

GRANGE HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road, and proceed to turn left into “A lot”, followed by another, immediate left turn onto the Grange/Hicks Halls Access Road. Proceed to the Service Area in the parking lot between Grange Hall and Hicks Hall.

From the Service Area, materials and deliveries must be transported on a hand cart to the Service Entrance for Grange Hall or Hicks Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to Grange and Hicks Halls is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Entrance to “A Lot” from Horsebarn Hill Road.

Service Area for Grange and Hicks Hall.
**Gulley Hall**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, and continue past roundabout on the Mansfield Busway. Turn right on Access Road and then left into the Service Area for Beach Hall.

**Exiting Gulley Hall:**
Vehicles MUST TURN RIGHT on Mansfield Busway, proceed with caution to Glenbrook Road. Turn right on Glenbrook Road, then turn right on North Eagleville Road to exit campus.

**CAUTION!!**
The roundabout and the Mansfield Busway are shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area Is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road to the Service Area for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the Mansfield Busway, the reserved spaces or handicapped parking spaces adjacent to the Service Area.

**Special Instructions**
- Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
- DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
- No tractor-trailers.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Packing lot entrance from Mansfield Busway.

Gulley Hall door to elevator inside. Driveway to/from Mansfield Busway on right.

*Revised: 11/4/2011*
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto the Access Road across from the Central Utility Plant.

Park in the Service Area at the end of the Access Road adjacent to the Center for Undergraduate Education (CUE) and walk on the sidewalk (east of the Service Area) to the Hall Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Center for Undergraduate Education Service Area is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
HANKS HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Hanks Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**HARTFORD HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Hartford Hall Service Area.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS**

**HAWLEY ARMORY**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, proceed past Whitney Road and turn left onto the Library Access Road. Proceed past the Budds Building on the right and park in a designated Service Space along the Access Road.

Walk up the sidewalk to the door of the Hawley Armory.

!!CAUTION!!
The Library Access Road is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Library Access Road from Mansfield Road to Hawley Armory, past Budds Building on right.

Service Doors at Hawley Armory.
**HICKS HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road, and proceed to turn left into “A lot”, followed by another, immediate left turn onto the Grange/Hicks Halls Access Road. Proceed to the Service Area in the parking lot between Grange Hall and Hicks Hall.

From the Service Area, materials and deliveries must be transported on a hand cart to the Service Entrance for Grange Hall or Hicks Hall.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The Access Road to Grange and Hicks Halls is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road. Take the first right turn into “A lot”. Proceed to the Service Area at the end of Holcomb Hall on your right. (Note that Holcomb, Whitney, and Sprague Halls are attached. You should not proceed to the end of the entire hall complex, but stop at the Service Area for Holcomb Hall, the first hall, just before Whitney Hall.)

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

HOLLISTER HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and proceed past Gilbert Road. The Hollister Hall Service Area will be the first driveway on the right.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
 Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 9/17/2010
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

HORTICULTURAL STORAGE

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road into campus; follow until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn left at the second intersection onto the Driveway to the Service Area on your right between the Art Ceramic Studio and the Horticultural Storage Facility, the brick building on the right.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait at the top of the Driveway for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Driveway.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Driveway to Horticultural Storage Building.
Horticultural Storage Building service entrance.
**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Hurley Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right onto the Access Road to the Service Area of the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the south doors or to the Outside Elevator of the ITE Building.

DO NOT use Fairfield Way (a pedestrian walkway) to deliver to the ITE building!

!!CAUTION!!
The intersection at Hillside Road and Stadium Road is a major pedestrian crossing. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE MODULAR

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left on Auditorium Road, and park in the Loading Dock between the Physics Building and the Institute of Materials Science Building on the left.

Walk through the Physics Building and take the elevator to the second floor. Follow the walkway to the IMS Modular building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Auditorium Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the Auditorium Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE

DIRECTORS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left on Auditorium Road, and park in the Loading Dock between the Physics Building and the Institute of Materials Science Building on the left.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Auditorium Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the Auditorium Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
JONES BUILDING

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Access Road across from the Congregational Church, take the first left turn down the Driveway, followed by the first right turn and proceed to the Service Area at the north side of the Jones Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Jones Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 4/28/2010
**JORGENSEN CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to Hillside Road. Turn left onto Hillside Road, and follow around to Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto Glenbrook Road, followed by a sharp left turn at Jorgensen Road and into the Jorgensen Service Area and Loading Dock.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may wait in the Service Area or temporarily wait along Jorgensen Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block Glenbrook or Jorgensen roads.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to Service Area at corner of Glenbrook and Jorgensen Roads.

Jorgensen Center Service Area and Loading Dock.
Klinck Agricultural Engineering Building

Directions
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto the small Driveway across from the Congregational Church and adjacent to the greenhouses. Proceed to the Klinck Service Area on the right.

!!CAUTION!!
The Driveway to the Klinck Agricultural Engineering Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

If Service Area is Full
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Driveway for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the Driveway.

Special Instructions
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

Approved Delivery Hours
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

Personnel
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

Enforcement
Police enforce this area regularly.
**KOONS HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto the Access Road across from the Central Utility Plant.

Park in the Service Area at the end of the access road adjacent to the Center for Undergraduate Education (CUE) and walk on the sidewalk past the Hall Building to the door to Koons Hall.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The access road to the Center for Undergraduate Education Service Area is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

LANCASTER HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn right at first intersection onto Gilbert Road. The Lancaster Hall Service Area will be on your right. (Note that Chandler Hall is attached to Lancaster Hall.)

!!CAUTION!!
The road to Lancaster Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Lancaster Hall from Hillside Road.

Loading zone for Lancaster Hall.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

LANDSCAPING SERVICES

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Access Road across from the Congregational Church, and take the first left turn onto the Driveway. At the end of the Driveway turn left and then turn right into the Service Area of the Landscaping Services Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Landscaping Services Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

LITCHFIELD HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Litchfield Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**MANCHESTER HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus and proceed to first right and turn onto the Access Road. Proceed to the Service Area of Manchester Hall at the end of the Access Road.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Service Area roadway for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking or permitted spaces.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Mansfield Road to Manchester Hall Service Area.

Manchester Hall Service Area.
MATH-SCIENCE BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus. Turn left on Auditorium Road and continue past Jorgensen Road to the Biology/Physics Service Area, on your left, just past the Math Sciences Building. The Math-Science building can be accessed via a door across the hallway from the internal Loading Dock door.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Auditorium Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block Auditorium Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Service Area for the Math Sciences Building.
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**MCCONAUGHY HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**

Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus Access Road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences Building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the McConaughy Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!

The Access Road to McConaughy Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**

Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor trailers allowed.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**

Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**

There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**

Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

MCMAHON HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn left at the first intersection. Proceed straight back to the Service Area at the south side of McMahon Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

MIDDLESEX HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Middlesex Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to North Campus Residence Halls access road from N. Eagleville Road

Combined Hurley/Middlesex service area

Created: 2/03/2010
**MONTEITH BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus and turn at third left onto Whitney Road, the Monteith Building is on the right.

Park in designated Service Spaces on Whitney Road and walk down the sidewalk to the door to the Monteith Building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE SPACES ARE FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along Whitney Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block Whitney Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Whitney Road, Monteith Building is on the right.

Sidewalk from Whitney Road to Monteith door.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

NATHAN HALE INN

Directions
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road into campus; take the third right turn in front of the Alumni Residences and then take the second right into the Rome Commons/Snow Hall parking area. Follow the circle all the way around to the Service Area entrance at the southeast side of Nathan Hale Inn.

!!CAUTION!!
The road to Nathan Hale Inn is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

If Service Area is Full
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

Special Instructions
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

Approved Delivery Hours
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

Personnel
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

Enforcement
Police enforce this area regularly.
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Entrance to Snow/Rome Commons circle and parking.

The Service Area at Nathan Hale Inn.

Created: 9/15/2010
DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the New Haven Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

NEW LONDON HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the New London Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

NORTHWEST DINING HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to the entrance to the Northwest Residences Access Road, on the right, opposite Auditorium Road. Follow the Access Road around the Northwest Dining Hall and the Loading Dock will be on the right.

!!CAUTION!!
Part of the Access Road to Northwest Dining Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait on the Access Road, along the back wall of the Northwest Dining Hall for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**NURSING BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Continue past Storrs Hall and turn left into driveway opposite Student Health Services. Proceed through parking lot and park in designated Service Vehicle spaces.

The Nursing Building is located on the east side of Storrs Hall. Walk down the sidewalk between Storrs Hall and the Wilbur Cross Building to the door to the Nursing building.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the parking lot driveway for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped or permitted parking spaces.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 4/27/2010
PHARMACY/BIOLOGY BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus; bear right at the fork; then turn left onto the driveway between Atwater Laboratory and Torrey Life Sciences. Proceed to the Service Area adjacent to Pharmacy/Biology and Torrey Life Sciences buildings.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Pharmacy/Biology Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**

Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. Take third left onto Stadium Road, and the next right onto the Gampel/Athletics Complex Access Road. Follow the Access Road to the Physical Education Building Service Area on the right.

**!!CAUTION!!**

Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**

Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**

Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**

There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**

Police enforce this area regularly.
**Directions**

Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn on North Eagleville Road into campus; then turn left on Auditorium Road and park in the Service Area between the Physics Building and the Institute of Materials Science Building on the left.

**!!CAUTION!!**

Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**

Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Auditorium Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the Auditorium Road.

**Special Instructions**

Turn off engine—no idling allowed.

DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

Tractor-trailers allowed.

**Enforcement**

Police enforce this area regularly.
**Ratcliffe Hicks Building & Arena**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. If proceeding from the North, turn left down the Access Road across from the Congregational Church and just prior to North Eagleville Road. If proceeding from the South, take first right after North Eagleville Road. Proceed down the Access Road and take first right, and proceed to next right turn into the Service Area in the parking lot of the Ratcliffe Hicks Building and Arena.

**Caution!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**Special Instructions**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**Approved Delivery Hours**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**Personnel**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**ROGERS HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Rogers Hall Service Area.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
Directions
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road into campus; take the third right turn in front of the Alumni Residences and then take the second right turn into the Rome Commons/Snow Hall parking area. Follow the circle and make a left turn into the Service Area of Rome Commons.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to Rome Commons is shared with pedestrians and other vehicular traffic. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

If Service Area is Full
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in any handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

Special Instructions
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor trailers allowed.

Enforcement
Police enforce this area regularly.
**DIRECTIONS**

Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Russell Hall Service Area.

**!!CAUTION!!**

Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**

Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**

Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**

There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**

Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

RYAN REFECTORY

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and continue to end, and turn right onto Hillside Road. Take the first right turn into the Service Area of Ryan Refectory.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor trailers allowed.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**SCHENKER HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Mansfield Road into campus, proceed past Whitney Road and turn left onto the Library Access Road. Schenker Hall is the second building on the left.

Park in designated Service Spaces along the Library Access Road and walk or use a hand cart on the sidewalk to the door of Schenker Hall.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The Library Access Road is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking space or block Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right onto the Access Road to the Service Area of the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

> From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the front doors of the School of Business.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The intersection at Hillside Road and Stadium Road is a major pedestrian crossing. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. Tractor-trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

Intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road to the School of Business Loading Dock.

Loading Dock at the School of Business.
**Directions**

Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn right at first intersection onto Gilbert Road. The Shakespeare Hall Service Area will be on your right. (Note that Troy Hall is attached to Shakespeare Hall.)

!!CAUTION!!

Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**

Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**Special Instructions**

Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**Approved Delivery Hours**

Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**Personnel**

There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**Enforcement**

Police enforce this area regularly.
**SHIPPEE HALL**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn down the access road opposite of Mansfield Road, and take the first, immediate left into the Service Area on the side of Shippee Hall.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The access road to Shippee Hall is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**Special Instructions**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**Approved Delivery Hours**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**Personnel**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Driveway entrance from Route 195.

Shipper service area
SNOW HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road into campus; take the third right turn in front of the Alumni Residences and then take the second right turn into the Rome Commons/Snow Hall parking area. Proceed to the Snow Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**SPRAGUE HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road. Take the first right turn and proceed to the Service Area at the back of Sprague Hall on your right. (Note that Holcomb, Whitney, and Sprague Halls are attached. Sprague Hall is the last hall.)

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to “A” Lot from Horsebarn Hill Road.

Service Area at Sprague Hall.
STORRS HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Continue past Storrs Hall and turn left into the driveway opposite Student Health Services and proceed through the parking lot to Service Spaces.

Park in a Service Space and walk to the Storrs Hall entrance door or use a hand cart.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the parking lot driveway for a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped or permitted parking spaces.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 9/13/2010
**STUDENT UNION**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to Hillside Road. Turn left onto Hillside Road, and follow around to Glenbrook Road and turn left. Proceed to the Student Union Service Area/Loading Dock on the immediate right across from the Bronwell Building.

The Student Union Building has an internal service corridor extending north to south from the Loading Dock to the opposite end of the building and to the service elevators.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait in the Service Area for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the sidewalk, driveway access to the Loading Dock or Glenbrook Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---
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Entrance to Student Union Service Area and Loading Dock off Glenbrook Road.

Student Union Loading Dock with internal service corridor.
TERRY HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road and proceed to turn right onto the Northwest Residence Halls Access Road on the right across from Auditorium Drive and North Parking Garage. Follow the Access Road (one-way) around the complex until you reach the Terry Hall Service Area.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
**TOLLAND HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Tolland Hall Service Area.

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**TORREY LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus; bear right at the fork; then turn left onto the driveway between Atwater Laboratory and Torrey Life Sciences. Proceed to the Service Area adjacent to Pharmacy/Biology and Torrey Life Sciences buildings.

**!!CAUTION!!**
The Access Road to the Torrey Life Sciences Building is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

*Access road to Torrey Service Area.*

*Service Area for Torrey Life Sciences building.*
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

**TROY HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road and follow it until it splits into Hillside Circle and Hillside Road. Keep right on Hillside Road, and turn right at first intersection onto Gilbert Road. The Troy Hall Service Area will be on your right. (Note that Troy Hall is attached to Shakespeare Hall.)

**!!CAUTION!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

UCONN CO-OP

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. Take the second left up an Access Road leading to the UConn Co-op Building Loading Dock on right.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF LOADING DOCK IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock to clear. DO NOT block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. “Pup” (20’) tractor trailers ONLY!
The UConn Co-op Loading Dock area is not long enough to fit the entire length of a tractor trailer. Back in as far as possible keeping front of truck on Access Road. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are Loading Dock personnel on duty.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Created: 9/16/2010
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES ENGINEERING BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus. Turn left onto Auditorium Road and proceed to the end of the road. Turn right and proceed to the end of the Access Road and turn right into the Service Area behind the Bronwell and Engineering II Buildings.

Walk or use a hand cart from the Service Area to the sidewalk along the Access Road to the service doors to the Engineering II Building and internal path to the UTE Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road from Auditorium Road to the Service Area crosses the main north/south pedestrian walkway of the campus. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Area to clear.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Legend
- Building Access Paths
  - Drive
  - Walk
- Destination Building
- Service Vehicle Parking

Sidewalk and Access Road from Auditorium Road (bottom of picture) to Service Area behind Engineering II.

Service doors to Engineering II Building and internal path to UTE building.
Access road entrance off of Bolton Road.

Watson Hall service area.

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road. Take the third right turn onto the Access Road; then turn left on Gilbert Road and take the first left into the Service Area at the side of Watson Hall.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

WHETTEN GRADUATE CENTER

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Bolton Road at the south edge of campus. Proceed to the end of Bolton Road and turn right onto Hillside Road. At the intersection of Hillside Road and Stadium Road, turn right onto the Access Road to the Service Area of the School of Business. Use the outside Loading Dock if necessary, or park in a Service Space to unload.

From the Loading Dock or Service Space, materials must be transported on a hand cart to the west doors of the Whetten Graduate Center.

!!CAUTION!!
The intersection at Hillside Road and Stadium Road is a major pedestrian crossing. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
Tractor-trailers allowed.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Loading Dock at the School of Business.

Walkway to Whetten Graduate Center from the School of Business Loading Dock.
**WHITE BUILDING AND UCONN DAIRY BAR**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto the Access Road across from the Congregational Church, take the first left turn, and proceed down the Driveway. At the end of the Driveway turn left, and left again into the parking lot to the Loading Dock of the White Building and UConn Dairy Bar.

**CAUTION!!**
The Access Road to the White Building and UConn Dairy Bar is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
BUILDING ACCESS AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

WHITNEY HALL

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto Horsebarn Hill Road. Take the first right turn into “A” lot. Proceed to the Service Area in back of Whitney Hall on your right. (Note that Holcomb, Whitney, and Sprague Halls are attached. Whitney Hall is the middle building.)

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait in the parking lot area for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT block the parking lot driveways.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailers.

APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

PERSONNEL
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.

Entrance to “A” Lot from Horsebarn Hill Road, looking towards Whitney Hall Service Area.

Service door located on northwest corner of Whitney Hall.
WILBUR CROSS BUILDING

DIRECTIONS
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Continue past Storrs Hall and turn left into Driveway opposite Student Health Services and proceed through the parking lot to the Wilbur Cross Building Loading Dock.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Service Area roadway for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped or permitted parking spaces.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape. NO tractor-trailer.

ENFORCEMENT
Police enforce this area regularly.
WILLIAMS HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus. Bear left at first intersection onto Glenbrook Road and proceed to Williams Health Services Building on right. Turn right into Driveway and proceed down to the parking lot and Service Area between Williams Health Services and the Central Recycling and Storage Building.

!!CAUTION!!
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREA IS FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait behind Health Services Building for the Service Area or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the parallel spaces (patient parking) or driveway in front of Williams Health Services.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

**APPROVED DELIVERY HOURS**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**PERSONNEL**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.
**Windham Hall**

**Directions**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus and proceed to the North Campus access road on the right across from the Torrey Life Sciences building. Turn right onto the North Campus Residences Access Road (one-way) and proceed to the Windham Hall Service Area.

**Caution!!**
Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**If Service Area is Full**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the access road for the Loading Dock or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the access road.

**Special Instructions**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed. DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.

**Approved Delivery Hours**
Deliveries may be made between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on week days.

**Personnel**
There are no personnel on duty in the Service Area.

**Enforcement**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

**Legend**
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**Entrance to North Campus Residence Halls access road from N. Eagleville Road**

**Combined Hartford/New London/Windham service area**
**WOOD HALL**

**DIRECTIONS**
Take appropriate routes to Connecticut State Road 195 that runs north/south along the campus. Turn onto North Eagleville Road into campus, and take the first left turn onto Glenbrook Road. Turn left onto Access Road across from the Central Utility Plant and park in either the Service Area for the Gentry Building (on right) or the Service Area for the Benton Museum of Art (on left).

Walk or use a hand cart on the sidewalk to the door of the Wood Building.

!!CAUTION!!
The Access Road to the Gentry Building and the Benton Museum of Art is shared with pedestrians. Be alert for pedestrians, who have the right of way on campus.

**IF SERVICE AREAS ARE FULL**
Vehicles may temporarily wait along the Access Road for the Service Areas or a Service Space to clear. DO NOT park in the adjacent handicapped parking spaces or block the Access Road.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**
Turn off engine—no idling allowed.
DO NOT park on sidewalks or landscape.
NO tractor-trailers.

**ENFORCEMENT**
Police enforce this area regularly.

---

West entrance to Wood Building.

Sidewalk to the Wood Building from the Benton Museum of Art or the Gentry Building Service Areas.